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Skyline Downtown Salon 

"Haute Couture Hair"

At this full-service hair salon, guests receive unparalleled service in

addition to great, affordable cuts and highlights. Services include haircuts

for men, women and children and skin treatments like lightning peels,

waxing and lashes. The quality of service and professionalism combined

with the pricing is a real winner. Skyline also features bridal packages on

the big day for both bride and groom.

 +1 816 221 2001  www.skylinesalon.com/  info@skylinesalon.com  2001 Grand Boulevard, 4th

Floor, Kansas City MO
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Roca Salon & Spa 

"Spa Bliss"

ROCA salon is a specialist in massage as well as a full-service beauty

salon. Inside, the minimalist decor allows the senses to ease and relax, but

the little touches still make the shop seem luxurious. Here, you can

choose from an array of special spa treatments such as body wraps,

muscle therapy and tanning services. ROCA also provides hair extensions,

color (which includes the Balayage technique), as well as eyelash and

extension treatments,

 +1 816 531 8018  www.rocasalon.com/  info@rocasalon.com  1200 West 39th Street,

Kansas City MO
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Image Sun Tanning Center 

"The Right Tan"

Located within the Shoppes At Coronado Place I, Image Sun Tanning

Center is a popular tanning center that offers top class services. The staff

is extremely professional and knowledgeable. The center uses only the

best quality products and you leave the place with a perfect tan that you

would otherwise be struggling for, for ages.

 +1 816 228 8267  www.imagetankc.com/  471 Northeast Coronado Drive,

Shoppes At Coronado Place I, Blue

Springs MO
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